Thank you very much, Mr. Chair.

Thailand would also like to echo guidances on priorities and possible way forward proposed by the European Union and distinguished delegations of Norway and Japan, yesterday and Switzerland today.

Thailand wishes to suggest to wrap up outcomes of the 1st session of INC and to advance the works for the 2nd session of INC. Thailand views that it is important to have in-depth synthesis and digestion of intensive and inclusive information, views, inputs, and guidances, in which have been either expressed by in-session physically and virtually participants or contained in pre-session written submissions from Member States and multi-stakeholders in order to compile potential elements to be used to formulate substantives of the instrument’s text.

We all experienced the time constraint during the negotiation in this INC-1, and foresee that the intersessional work is needed, including, but not limited to, informal focus group meetings, regional discussions and multi-stakeholders consultations, to take stock in advance of key provisions and substantive elements to be shaped and elaborated in pre-session documents prepared by the Secretariat in accordance with further proposed agenda items of the next INC meeting other than inputs from written submissions just suggested by the informal group. In the INC-2, its potential agenda items would include the consideration of proposals on structure and potential key provisions. Then, the contact groups to cluster their works aligning with such proposed agenda items should be established at the 2nd INC.

Thank you very much.
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